ROTOR
HELIPRO COLLECTION
The Rotor flight suit was developed for and with the input of professional
helicopter pilots. It offers seated ergonomics, functionality, technology,
comfort, safety and ability of the garment to move with the pilot on
action. Its stretch inserts in high-wear areas made with high-performance
and abrasion-resistant fabrics increase the flight suits durability.

ROTOR
FEATURES
+ Two-way stretch portions, breathable and abrasion-resistant, to
maximize comfort and body movements when seated: armholes,
elbows, lower back, inside leg and knees, also on each leg, so
boots slide on or off easily
+ Snap-fastener collar opens in front, for greater comfort when
seated-minimizes chin and neck rubbing
+ Slanted zipper: two-way opening
+ Fully opened ventilated back with lightweight mesh lining-creates
an air pocket that increases air flow and regulates body
temperature
+ Velcro-adjustable rounded cuff with inside flap-stays closed and
prevents rubbing
+ Velcro-adjustable belt designed to flow access to zipper at all times
+ Velcro-adjustable strap at bottom of both legs
+ Zippered pocket on sleeve, made with mesh inside for added
ventilation and two pencil pockets
+ Two zippered chest pockets
+ Hand pockets at hips with higher resistance cotton inside
+ Cargo pocket with Velcro-closure flap on each leg-one divided to
hold a flashlight
+ Zippered flap pocket on each lower leg with higher-resistance
cotton inside and two more pencil pockets

ROTOR
FABRICS
Shell
+ Stephan/H fabric
Stretch parts
+ Schoeller Dynamic
Mesh lining
+ 100% polyester, 63 gsm.
+ Netting-like material creates a layer of air between jacket
and skin for more effective ventilation
VERSIONS
Flight Suit
Flight Jacket
Flight Pants
SIZES & COLORS
Men-

XS-3XL

Women-

XS-2XL

Short & Tall versions in both Men & Women
01-Black
02-Navy
03-Storm Grey
04-Royal Blue
05-Red
06-Sahara Beige
CUSTOMIZATION
+
+
+
+
+

Logo Matrix Creation
Velcro Patch
Logo Duplication
Nam/Role Tag
High Visibility Stripe

ROTOR MEDIC
HELIPRO COLLECTION
Because an accident can happen at any time, air rescue teams must be
ready for every mission. That means they need a flight suit they can count
on to stand up to the rigors of their profession.
STEPHAN/H, a new brand specializing in the design of technical clothing
for pilots and crewmembers, introduces the Rotor Medic flight suitdesigned for Air Medical personnel.

ROTOR MEDIC
FEATURES
+ Two-way stretch portions, breathable and abrasion-resistant, to
maximize comfort and body movements when seated: armholes,
elbows, lower back, inside leg and knees, also on each leg, so
boots slide on or off easily
+ Snap-fastener collar opens in front, for greater comfort when
seated-minimizes chin and neck rubbing
+ Slanted zipper: two-way opening
+ Fully opened ventilated back with lightweight mesh lining-creates
an air pocket that increases air flow and regulates body
temperature
+ Velcro-adjustable rounded cuff with inside flap-stays closed and
prevents rubbing
+ Velcro-adjustable belt designed to flow access to zipper at all times
+ Velcro-adjustable strap at bottom of both legs
+ Zippered pocket on sleeve, made with mesh inside for added
ventilation and two pencil pockets
+ Two zippered chest pockets
+ Hand pockets at hips with higher resistance cotton inside
+ Cargo pocket with Velcro-closure flap on each leg-one divided to
hold a flashlight
+ Zippered flap pocket on each lower leg with higher-resistance
cotton inside and two more pencil pockets
+ High Visibility Reflective Stripes
+ Pocket for ID card-optional

ROTOR MEDIC
FABRICS
Shell
+ Stephan/H fabric
Stretch parts
+ Schoeller Dynamic
Mesh lining
+ 100% polyester, 63 gsm.
+ Netting-like material creates a layer of air between jacket
and skin for more effective ventilation
VERSIONS
Flight Suit
Flight Jacket
Flight Pants
SIZES & COLORS
Men-

XS-3XL

Women-

XS-2XL

Short & Tall versions in both Men & Women
01-Black
02-Navy
03-Storm Grey
04-Royal Blue
05-Red
06-Sahara Beige
CUSTOMIZATION
+ Logo Matrix Creation
+ Velcro Patch
+ Logo Duplication

+ Nam/Role Tag
+ ID Card
+ Stow-Away Hood
STEPHAN/H FABRIC
MATERIALS
+ 61% nylon
+ 35% cotton
+ 4% polyurethane
SPECIFICATIONS
+ Elastic soft-touch cotton
+ Water-repellant
WEIGHT
+ 274g/m2

ROTOR FIRE RESISTANT 4.5 OZ
HELIPRO COLLECTION
Around the world, pilots take off on missions at every hour. In the air, they
need fire-resistant flight suits they can count on that fit like a second skin
and can stand up to the rigors of their profession. STEPHAN/H, a new
brand specializing in technical clothing for pilots, introduces the ROTOR FR
flight suits.
FEATURES
+ Stretch portions highly abrasion-resistant, to maximize comfort and
body movements when seated: armholes, elbows, lower back,
inside leg and knees
+ Stand-up Velcro adjustable collar so the neck region stays
protected
+ Nomex zipper two-way opening: stays closed and always protected
+ Inverted back pleat-for greater range of arm movements
+ Velcro-adjustable cuff with inside flap-stays closed and prevents
rubbing
+ Velcro-adjustable belt-The loose upper provides additional thermal
protection due to increased air space
+ Velcro-adjustable strap at bottom of both legs
+ Cellular pocket on sleeve and two pencil pockets
+ Two Nomex zippered chest pockets with higher resistance inside
+ Hand pockets at hips with higher resistance fabric inside
+ Cargo pocket with Velcro-closure flap on each leg
+ Special pockets for flashlight and two additional pencil pockets
+ Flap pocket on each lower leg with higher-resistance fabric inside
and two more pencil pockets
+ No hardware finish
+ No metal component-no heat transfer
FABRICS
Shell
+ Nomex Synergy 4.5 oz
Stretch parts
+ Schoeller Works

VERSIONS
Flight Suit
Flight Jacket
Flight Pants
SIZES & COLORS
Men-

XS-3XL

Women-

XS-2XL

Short & Tall versions in both Men & Women
02-Navy
03-Grey
04-Royal Blue
05-Red
06-Beige
07-MIL Spec Green (*extra)
CUSTOMIZATION
+
+
+
+
+

Logo Matrix Creation
Velcro Patch
Logo Duplication
Name/Role Tag
*MIL SPEC Green add $30.00 per suit

ROTOR MEDIC FR 4.5 OZ
HELIPRO COLLECTION
Because an accident can happen at any time, air rescue teams must be
ready for every mission. That means they need a fire resistant flight suit
they can count on to stand up to the rigors of their profession.
STEPHAN/H, a new brand specializing in the design of technical clothing
for pilots and, introduces the Rotor Medic FR flight suit-designed for Air
Medical personnel.

FEATURES
+ Stretch portions highly abrasion-resistant, to maximize comfort and
body movements when seated: armholes, elbows, lower back,
inside leg and knees
+ Stand-up Velcro adjustable collar so the neck region stays
protected
+ Nomex zipper two-way opening: stays closed and always protected
+ Inverted back pleat-for greater range of arm movements
+ Velcro-adjustable cuff with inside flap-stays closed and prevents
rubbing
+ Velcro-adjustable belt-The loose upper provides additional thermal
protection due to increased air space
+ Velcro-adjustable strap at bottom of both legs
+ Cellular pocket on sleeve and two pencil pockets
+ Two Nomex zippered chest pockets with higher resistance inside
+ Hand pockets at hips with higher resistance fabric inside
+ Cargo pocket with Velcro-closure flap on each leg
+ Special pockets for flashlight and two additional pencil pockets
+ Flap pocket on each lower leg with higher-resistance fabric inside
and two more pencil pockets
+ No hardware finish
+ No metal component-no heat transfer

FABRICS
Shell
+ Nomex Synergy 4.5 oz.
Stretch parts
+ Schoeller Works
SIZES & COLORS
MenWomen-

XS-3XL
XS-2XL

Short & Tall versions in both Men & Women
02-Navy
03-Grey
04-Royal Blue
05-Red
06-Beige
CUSTOMIZATION
+
+
+
+

Logo Matrix Creation
Velcro Patch
Logo Duplication
Name/Role Tag

NOMEX SYNERGY 4.5 FABRIC
MATERIALS
+ 93% Nomex
+ 5% Kevlar
+ 2% P-140 (anti-static)
SPECIFICATIONS
+
+
+
+

Flame Resistant
Meets or exceeds specs for NFPA 1975, NFPA 2112
UL 4531 Nomex IIIA
Arc Thermal Performance Level 1

WEIGHT
+ 152g/m2 (4.5 oz./yd2)

ROTOR FIRE RESISTANT 6.0 OZ
HELIPRO COLLECTION
Around the world, pilots take off on missions at every hour. In the air, they
need fire-resistant flight suits they can count on that fit like a second skin
and can stand up to the rigors of their profession. STEPHAN/H, a new
brand specializing in technical clothing for pilots, introduces the ROTOR FR
flight suits.
FEATURES
+ Stretch portions highly abrasion-resistant, to maximize comfort and
body movements when seated: armholes, elbows, lower back,
inside leg and knees
+ Stand-up Velcro adjustable collar so the neck region stays
protected
+ Nomex zipper two-way opening: stays closed and always protected
+ Inverted back pleat-for greater range of arm movements
+ Velcro-adjustable cuff with inside flap-stays closed and prevents
rubbing
+ Velcro-adjustable belt-The loose upper provides additional thermal
protection due to increased air space
+ Velcro-adjustable strap at bottom of both legs
+ Cellular pocket on sleeve and two pencil pockets
+ Two Nomex zippered chest pockets with higher resistance inside
+ Hand pockets at hips with higher resistance fabric inside
+ Cargo pocket with Velcro-closure flap on each leg
+ Special pockets for flashlight and two additional pencil pockets
+ Flap pocket on each lower leg with higher-resistance fabric inside
and two more pencil pockets
+ No hardware finish
+ No metal component-no heat transfer
FABRICS
Shell
+ Nomex Synergy 6.0 oz.
Stretch parts
+ Schoeller Works

SIZES & COLORS
Men-

XS-3XL

Women-

XS-2XL

Short & Tall versions in both Men & Women
02-Navy
06-Beige
CUSTOMIZATION
+
+
+
+

Logo Matrix Creation
Velcro Patch
Logo Duplication
Name/Role Tag

NOMEX SYNERGY 6.0 FABRIC
MATERIALS
+ 93% Nomex
+ 5% Kevlar
+ 2% P-140 (anti-static)
SPECIFICATIONS
+
+
+
+

Flame Resistant
Meets or exceeds specs for NFPA 1975, NFPA 2112
UL 4531 Nomex IIIA
Arc Thermal Performance Level 1

WEIGHT
+ 203 g/m2 (6.0 oz./yd2)

SCHOELLER DYNAMIC FABRIC
MATERIALS
+ 97% nylon
+ 3% elastane
SPECIFICATIONS
+
+
+
+

Stretch-40/55 elastane
Breathable
Abrasion resistant-ISO 12947-2
Tear propagation resistance-ISO 13937/2

WEIGHT
+ 415 g/m2 (12oz/yd2)
COLOR
BLACK
SCHOELLER WORKS FABRIC
MATERIALS
+
+
+
+
+

44% Kermel
28% Polyurethane
24% Technora
3% Lycra
1 Nega-Stat

SPECIFICATIONS
+
+
+
+

Inflammability-ISO 15025/A
Stretch
Tear resistance-ISO 13937/2
Abrasion resistance-ISO 12947/2

WEIGHT
+ 400 g/m2 (11.8 oz/yd2)
COLOR
BLACK

